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Abstract. Recently, Park and Lim (1998) proposed two key distribution systems for secure VSAT
satellite communications. One provides indirect authentication, and another scheme enables that
two parties can directly authenticate each other. However, this article will show that the proposed
schemes are insecure enough by presenting two impersonation attacks on them. Besides, an im-
proved scheme will be proposed, which is secure against the impersonation attack and provides
direct mutual authentication between two parties.
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1. Introduction

Satellite communications have been implemented for many systems. A main characteris-
tic of satellite communications is that they provide wireless access to traditional wire-line
networks for a large number of access services. In recent years, satellite data communi-
cations using VSATs (Very Small Aperture Terminal) is extending to more and more
services for maritime, aeronautical, and land systems. Most VSAT networks use a star
configuration, which composes a single HUB communicating with remote VSATs. The
VSAT satellite communications have many advantages, such as high reliability and qual-
ity of communications, low cost and flat usage rates independent of distance, simple
network installation (Chitre and Mccoskey, 1988; Murthy, 1989).

However, wireless transmission is vulnerable to relatively easy interception, such as
fraudulent call attempts and intrusion by an unauthorized user (Hall and Maher, 1993).
Therefore, we must consider the security of transmitted data, and a feasible solution for
implementation of secure VSAT satellite communications is needed. Privacy and authen-
tication must be considered. Privacy involves ensuring an eavesdropper cannot intercept
data communications. Authentication confirms legal identities to avoid any vicious im-
postor and ensures that services are not obtained fraudulently in order to avoid charges
for usage.

* This research was partially supported by National Science Council, Taiwan, R.O.C., under contract no.
NSC89-2213-E-252-008.
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Recently, Park and Lim (1998) described a security protocol based on key distribution
schemes to solve security problems on VSAT networks. They first presented a key dis-
tribution system using the modified Diffie–Hellman scheme (Diffie and Hellman, 1976),
which provides the indirect authentication. Then they described another scheme based on
the modified Diffie–Hellman scheme with ID, which is able to defend the network from
imposters and enables that two parties can directly authenticate each other.

Unfortunately, this article will show that the Park–Lim schemes are insecure enough
by presenting two impersonation attacks. According to the attacks, any malicious attacker
without knowing any secret key can impersonate a legal VSAT or HUB to communicate
with HUB and VSAT. Moreover, an improved scheme will be proposed that enables two
parties to hold a secure common key and provides the mutually direct authentication
between two parties. Certainly, the secure requirement against the impersonation attack
will also be concerned about.

2. Cryptanalysis of Park–Lim Key Distribution Schemes

In this section, we will show that two schemes proposed by Park and Lim are not secure
enough by presenting two impersonation attacks. For presenting our attacks on Park–Lim
schemes, we briefly review their schemes along with our attacks.

Two key distribution schemes for secure VSAT satellite communications were pro-
posed by Park and Lim. One is based on the modified Diffie–Hellman scheme, which
provides indirect authentication between HUB and VSAT. Another scheme uses the mod-
ified Diffie–Hellman scheme with ID to enable that HUB and VSAT can directly authen-
ticate each other. In their schemes, HUB is assigned to the key distribution center. Both
schemes have the same initiation phase, the parameters are presented as follows: the HUB
selects two large prime numbers p and q, and selects a prime number e and an integer d

that satisfy N = p·q and e·d ≡ 1 mod (p−1)(q−1). The HUB also chooses an integer g

which is a primitive element over GF (p) and GF (q). The HUB with identity IDh gener-
ates his secret key Sh = ID−d

h mod N and the VSAT’s secret key Sv = ID−d
v mod N .

The HUB keeps p, q and d secret and publishes N, g and e to all VSATs. In the follow-
ing subsection, we review the common key generation phase of their two schemes and
present our attacks.

2.1. Adaptation of the Modified Diffie–Hellman Scheme

The following is the adaptation procedure of the modified Diffie–Hellman scheme for
VSAT satellite communications.

Step 1. HUB computes his public key Ph = gSh mod N and VSAT’s public key Pv =
gSv mod N .

Step 2. HUB chooses a random numbers Rh, and computes Xh = gRh mod N and
Yh = Xh ·Zhv mod N , where Zhv = PSh

v = PSv

h = gShSv mod N . Similarly,
VSAT also generates Rv, Xv and Yv. Then HUB and VSAT exchange (Xh, Yh)
and (Xv, Yv).
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Step 3. HUB and VSAT compute the common key Whv as

Whv = (Yv · Z−1
hv )Rh = (Yh · Z−1

hv )Rv = gRhRv mod N.

As we can see that the computation of the common key Whv needs the secret session
key Zhv only known for HUB and VSAT. So it provides indirect authentication between
HUB and VSAT.

[Attack 1]
The first attack concerns on the key distribution based on the modified Diffie–Hellman

scheme. An impostor can easy obtain (Xh, Yh) and (Xv, Yv), which were previously
exchanged for establishing the common key between HUB and VSAT. Therefore, an
impostor can compute Zhv = Yh · X−1

h mod N = Yv · X−1
v mod N , where Zhv is

the secret session key shared with HUB and VSAT. Since the impostor knows Zhv, he
can impersonate the VSAT to perform the common key exchange procedure with HUB.
Similarly, he may also impersonate HUB to establish the communication with the VSAT.

2.2. Adaptation of the Modified Diffie–Hellman Scheme with ID

The key distribution using the modified Diffie–Hellman scheme with ID is presented as
follows.

Step 1. HUB chooses a random number Rh, and computes Xh = gRhSh+IDv mod N .
VSAT also generates Rv and compute Xv = gRvSv+IDh mod N . Then HUB
and VSAT exchange Xh and Xv.

Step 2. HUB and VSAT first compute Ch = hash(Xh, IDh, IDv, t) and Cv =
hash(Xv, IDv, IDh, t), where t is time stamp. Then HUB and VSAT compute
Yh = gRhShCh mod N and Yv = gRvSvCv mod N , respectively. Then HUB
and VSAT exchange Yh and Yv.

Step 3. HUB and VSAT compute the common key Whv as

Whv = (g−IDv · Xh)RvSv = (g−IDh · Xv)RhSh = gRhRvShSv mod N.

Step 4. Meanwhile, HUB can authenticate the VSAT by checking whether the following
equation holds or not.

Sv = X
C′

h

h /(Yh · gIDvCh · IDd
v) mod N.

If Xh is modified, C′
h is not equal to Ch. However, it can be seen that Step 4 in the

above scheme, the checking equation always holds because X
C′

h

h = Yh · gIDvCh mod N

and Sv = ID−d
v mod N . That is, it can not provide direct authentication. In such way,

the impersonation attack is presented as follows.
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[Attack 2]
In the following, an example is given to describe the impersonation attack. HUB will

believe that the impostor is the VSAT with identity IDv after performing the following
procedure:

Step 1. HUB chooses a random number Rh, and computes Xh = gRhSh+IDv mod N .
The impostor randomly chooses two integers Ra and Sa, and compute Xv =
gRaSa+IDh mod N . Then HUB and the impostor exchange Xh and Xv.

Step 2. HUB and the impostor compute Ch = hash(Xh, IDh, IDv, t) and Cv =
hash(Xv, IDv, IDh, t), where t is time stamp. Then HUB and the impostor
compute Yh = gRhShCh mod N and Yv = gRaSaCv mod N , respectively. Then
HUB and the impostor exchange Yh and Yv .

Step 3. HUB and the impostor compute the common key Whv as

Whv = (g−IDv · Xh)RaSa = (g−IDh · Xv)RhSh = gRhRaShSa mod N.

Step 4. Meanwhile, HUB and the impostor can authenticate each other by checking
whether the following equations hold or not.

Sv = X
C′

h

h /(Yh · gIDvCh · IDd
v) mod N.

From the above descriptions, it can be seen that the impostor can use the common key
Whv = gRhRaShSa mod N to communicate with HUB, and HUB believes that the im-
postor is the VSAT with identity IDv. Therefore, this impersonation attack is successful.

3. The Improved Scheme

Here, a secure key distribution scheme for VSAT satellite communications will be pro-
posed. It employs the concept of digital signature to achieve the direct authentica-
tion. Initially, HUB is assigned to the key distribution center. The HUB selects two
prime numbers p and q, and selects a small prime number e(e.g. e = 3) such that
e · d ≡ 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1). The HUB also chooses an integer g which is a primi-
tive element over GF (p) and GF (q). The HUB with identity IDh computes his secret
key Sh = ID−d

h mod N and the VSAT’s secret key Sv = ID−d
v mod N . The HUB

keeps p, q and d secret and publishes N = p · q, g and e to all VSATs. The key distri-
bution scheme with direct mutual authentication for VSAT satellite communications is
presented as follows.

Step 1. HUB chooses a random number Rh, and computes Xh = gRh·e mod N

and Yh = Sh · gRh·h(Xh,IDh,IDv ,t) mod N , where t is time stamp. Simi-
larly, VSAT also generates Rv and computes Xv = gRv·e mod N and Yv =
Sv · gRv·h(Xv,IDv ,IDh,t) mod N . Then HUB and VSAT exchange (Xh, Yh) and
(Xv, Yv).
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Step 2. HUB and VSAT compute the common key Whv as

Whv = (Xh)Rv = (Xv)Rh = gRhRve mod N.

Step 3. Meanwhile, HUB can authenticate the VSAT by checking whether the following
equation hold or not.

IDv = Xh(Xv,IDv ,IDh,t)
v /(Y e

v ) mod N.

Note that if the VSAT wants to authenticate the HUB, he also check whether the
following equation IDh = X

h(Xh,IDh,IDv ,t)
h /(Y e

h ) mod N hold or not.

In the following theorem, we show that the VSAT can authenticate the HUB. As the
same reason, the HUB can also authenticate the VSAT.

Theorem. Upon on receiving the messages (Xh, Yh), the VSAT can authenticate the
HUB by checking whether the equation IDh = X

h(Xh,IDh,IDv,t)
h /(Y e

h ) mod N holds.

Proof. Since Xh = gRh·e mod N and Yh = Sh · gRh·h(Xh,IDh,IDv ,t) mod N and, we
have

X
h(Xh,IDh,IDv ,t)
h /(Y e

h ) mod N

= (gRhe)h(Xh,IDh,IDv ,t)/(Sh · gRh·h(Xh,IDh·IDv ,t))e mod N

= 1/Se
h mod N = S−e

h mod N.

Because of the HUB’s secret key Sh = ID−d
h mod N , and multiplying the equation

by a number −e, we have the equation S−e
h = IDed

h mod N . And e · d ≡ 1 mod (p −
1)(q − 1) as the RSA scheme (Rivest et al., 1978), so S−e

h = IDh mod N .

4. Discussions and Comparisons

In the improved scheme, assume that an opponent wants to impersonate a legal
VSAT with identity IDv to communicate with HUB. He must calculate X ′

v =
gRv ·e mod N and Y ′

v = (IDv)−d · gRv ·h(X′
v,IDv ,IDh,t) mod N such that IDv =

X
′ h(X′

v,IDv ,IDh,t)
v /(Y ′ e

v ) mod N can be checked correct. However, to compute
(IDv)−d is equivalent to breaking the RSA scheme (Rivest et al., 1978). Therefore, the
proposed scheme ensures that an impostor cannot impersonate a legal VSAT. The pro-
posed scheme really has direct mutual authentication between HUB and VSAT. It is seen
by checking the correctness of ID at Step 3 of the proposed scheme.

In the following, the comparisons between the improved scheme and Park–Lim
scheme with ID are given for the viewpoint of the computational complexity as well
as transmission efficiency. The performance evaluation of the improved scheme includes
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the total bit length of transmitted messages, and the computational complexity needed

for the HUB and the VSAT. For convenience, the following notations are used to analyze

the performance. |Z| is the bit length of Z; Tmul is the time for modular multiplication;

Texp is the time for modular exponentiation; Th is the time of executing the hash function

algorithm hash. Note that the time for computing modular addition is ignored, because

it is much smaller than Tmul, Texp and Th.

As for the computational complexity and the communication cost in the Park–Lim

scheme with ID, the transmitted messages are (Xv, Yv, Xh, Yh). The communication cost

is 4|N |. Considering the computational complexity required for the HUB, the HUB is

needed to compute Xh, Yh and Whv. They respectively require Texp + Tmul, Texp +
2Tmul + Th and Texp + 2Tmul. For example, computing Xh = gRhSh+IDv mod N , the

HUB first compute a temporary value Temp = RhSh+IDv mod (p−1)(q−1) because

he knows the components p and q of N , then computes Xh = gTemp mod N . In such

case, it requires Texp + Tmul. Meanwhile, the HUB must check whether the equation

Sv = X
C′

h

h /(Yh · gIDvCh · IDd
v) mod N holds or not. It requires 4Texp + 4Tmul + Th.

Therefore, the total computational complexity required for the HUB is 7Texp + 9Tmul +
2Th. As for considering the computational complexity required for the VSAT, the VSAT

is needed to compute Xv, Yv and Whv . Note that the components p and q of N are

unknown to the VSAT, so he can not compute the exponential part of Xv and Yv using

(p − 1)(q − 1) in advance. They respectively require 3Texp + Tmul, 3Texp + Th and
2Texp + Tmul. Therefore, the total computational complexity required for the VSAT is

8Texp + 2Tmul + Th.

In our improved scheme, the transmitted messages are also (Xv, Yv, Xh, Yh). The

communication cost is 4|N |. Considering the computational complexity required for the

HUB, the HUB is needed to compute Xh, Yh and Whv . They respectively require Texp +
Tmul, Texp+2Tmul+Th and Texp. Meanwhile, the HUB must check whether the equation

IDv = X
h(Xv ,IDv,IDh,t)
v /(Y e

v ) mod N holds or not. It requires 2Texp + Tmul + Th .

Therefore, the total computational complexity required for the HUB is 5Texp + 4Tmul +
2Th. As for considering the computational complexity required for the VSAT, the VSAT
is needed to compute Xv, Yv and Whv . They respectively require 2Texp, 2Texp + Tmul +
Th and Texp. Therefore, the total computational complexity required for the VSAT is

5Texp + Tmul + Th.

Comparisons for the total bit length of transmitted messages and the computational

complexity between the Park–Lim scheme with ID and our improved scheme are sum-

marised in Table 1. Therefore, our improved scheme has the better performance in term

of the computational complexity. Moreover, in the Park–Lim scheme with ID, they have

the simulation result of 512 bits on PC 486 using MD5 (Rivest, 1992) for hash function

and Montgomery (Montgomery, 1993) for modular. Their result is reasonable to VSAT

satellite communications, which requires about 200–600 ms for delay time. Certainly, the
improved scheme is also suitable to be implemented on VSAT satellite communications.
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Table 1

Comparison between our improved scheme and the Park–Lim scheme with ID

The Park–Lim scheme Our improved scheme
with ID

The bit-length of transmitted messages 4|N | 4|N |
Computational complexity required for the HUB 7Texp + 9Tmul + 2Th 5Texp + 4Tmul + 2Th

Computational complexity required for the VSAT 8Texp + 2Tmul + Th 5Texp + Tmul + Th

5. Conclusions

It has been showed that the Park–Lim schemes are not secure by presenting imperson-
ation attacks on them. According to the presented attacks, any malicious attacker with-
out knowing any secret key can impersonate a legal VSAT or HUB to communicate with
HUB and VSAT. Besides, an improved scheme has been proposed. The improved scheme
provides not only the secure key distribution but also mutual authentication. The new
scheme is secure against the impersonation attack. From Table 1, we know that our im-
proved scheme has the better performance than the Park–Lim scheme in term of the
computational complexity.
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Kryptoanalizė ir rakto paskirstymo sistemos tobulinimas VSAR
palydoviniams ryšiams

Yuh-Min TSENG

Park ir Lim (1998) pasiūlė dvi rakto paskirstymo sistemas saugiems VSAT palydoviniams
ryšiams. Viena sistema leidžia netiesiogin ↪e autentizacij ↪a. Kita leidžia abiems komunikuojančioms
pusėms tiesiogiai autentizuoti vienai kit ↪a. Šis straipsnis parodo, kad abi pasiūlytos schemos nėra
pakankamai saugios. Taip pat pasiūlyta saugesnė schema, leidžianti tiesiogin ↪i abipus ↪i autentiza-
vim ↪a tarp abiej ↪u pusi ↪u.


